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LINGUISTIQUE 

AUXILIARIES AND VOICE IN ENGLISH 

Of recent ycars, stndcnts of language have turned their attention 
more and more toward the spokcn word with the intention of getting 
cl oser to the « living» Ianguage. '\Vhilc most fruitful in a diachronie 
perspective - the spoken language, being for contemporaries, cannat 
by definition he archaic - this attempt to describe « language in 
action » offers little prospect for snccess in the synchronie perspec
tive for the simple reason that the spoken sentence like the written 
sentence, is the result of the language process, what is produced at 
the end of the language act. In or der to describc «language in 
action » it is neecssary to describc the act of language itself, the 
üperation that precedes the resulting spoken or written sentence. 

There are, however, certain interesting parallels between the 
diachronie and the synchronie approaches to language (1). .Just as 
the historical linguist cau acconnt for elements of Modern English 
by showing the different stages o-f the historical proccss that produ
ced them, so one cau account for the elements of an utterance by 
describing the different stages of the act of language that produced 
them. And just as much of the historical process is not recorded in 
texts, so much of the language act is not recorded in consclousness. 
It took some of the finest scholars of the nineteenth century to in vent 
a method which permits us to probe beyond the threshold provided 
by the earliest texts into unrecorded stages of language development. 
And it took a very remarkable French linguist, Gustave Guillaume, 
to invent a method which permits us to probe beyond the threshold 
of the conscious, into the hidden stages of unconscious mental 
processes. The method of psychomechanics, like that of compara
tive grammar, gives results, theories, wh ose ability to acconnt for 
attested facts merits the closest scientific scrutiny. 

The method of psychomechanics is based on the not very startling 
notion that sorne sort of mental prücess precedes any utterance. 
Further, a mental process, like any other natural process, rcqnires 
time and so, Guillaume concludes, it must have a beginning, a middle 
and an end, an carly part and a latc part, bcfore and after sections. 
In other words, the very fact of considering the language act as 
occupying a spacc of time provides a basis on which to divide or 
analyze this act. When, by examining the hints thrown out by 
discourse, Guillaume managcd to sitnate a series of grammatical 
elements in their proper positions in the mental proccss - in the 
arder of thcir mental gcnesis - he had not only reconstructed a 
grammatical system but in so doing had also produced a theory of 
this partieu1ar system. 
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The present article proposes to do just this : to reconstruct and 
describe the system of the grammatical auxiliaries in English, and to 
examine the relationship between this system and that of voice. The 
method of analysis and many of the observations are Guillaume's. 
Indeed, it is hoped that this article may prompt the reader, whether 
through intercst or exasperation, to turn to sorne of Guillaumc's own 
writings (2). Since Guillaume's work is little known in the English
spealdng world, it is further hoped that the reader will be led to 
compare the theory here presented, not with already .familiar notions 
of auxiliaries and voice in English, but with the facts of discourse. 

There is nothing very new in the observation that the English verb 
is morphologically impoverished but rich in auxiliaries. The three 
basic forms of the verb - work, worldng, worlced - are able, thanks 
to the subtle interplay of auxiliary verbs, to express nuances whose 
variety and finesse have left only English speakers unimpressed. Y et 
underlying this exhuberance of connotative tints and shadings in 
usage there lies a surprisingly simple system in tangue (3). 

Our discussion of the auxiliaries will be Iimited to the trio do, be, 
have to the exC'lusion of the so-called «modal » auxiliaries, ·and tho se 
used ta express the future. This choice, far from being arbitrary, 
is motivated by a consideration of the very nature of the auxiliary. 
As Guillaume has pointed out (4), a verb must have a particular voca
tion to become an auxiliary. This vocation de-pends on the lexical 
content of the verb, or rather the degree tu which this lexical content 
is felt to condition that of other verhs. Compare, for example, to ski 
and to be. Very few events are dependent for their realization on 
the idea of skiing, whereas it is quite commonplace for the idea of 
existence to condition in sorne way the coming-to-be of an action or 
state. Similarly, verbs expressing possession, becoming, capacity, 
obligation and so on ali have a natural attraction toward the auxiliary 
stains because, along with the verb to be in evoking conditions of the 
ordinary event, they are felt to be, of ali verbs, the most virtual. 

Called to the « auxiliaryhood >> because of thcir semantic content, 
these verbs must respond to this call in a curions fashion : by getting 
rid, to a greater or less extent, of this very semantic matter. And 
the degree to which they become emptied of their lexical matter, 
dematerialized, determines their rank in the hierarchy of auxiliaries. 
Thus, in English, one can distinguish two levels according to the 
extent of their dematerialization : the «modal» auxiliaries (can, may, 
must, etc.) and the grammatical auxiliaries (do, be, have), That the 
former rctain a small, though appreciable, portion of their material 
(lexical) content is attested by the, paraphrases found in most gram
mars. That do, be and have are a very different kettle of fish is 
attested by the impossibility of paraphrasing their material content 
as anxiliaries : their dematerialization has been carried to the cxtreme 
for a ward (5). What remains to prevent their dissolution as inde
pendent words, what serves as a material content, is a grammatical 
or formai element. Because of the nature of their remaining content 
these three - do, be, have -- are called grammatical auxiliaries, 
while the « modals » can be maTe precisely characterized as Iexico
grammatical or, more simply, lexical auxiliaries. 

This description of the nature of auxiliaries accounts for the fact 
that such verbs cannat be used in discourse without a complementary 
full verb. lt ls precisely because, having been more or Jess emptied 
of their original content, they require a filler, or rather, a refill. It 
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is the auxiHary verb that provides the grammatical form (mood~ 
-person, tense, etc.) while the fu'll verb provides the lexical matter 
-poured into this form. 

Our task is, then, to describc the relations between the three gram
matical auxiliaries, relations which are determined by the position 
·each auxiliary O'Ccupics in the mental system in tongue. This posi
tion is in turn the consequence of the content of the auxiliary (mini
mal though it may be after the process of dematerialization), of, in 
·other words the impression attaching to the word. And the search 
for an explanation can be carried nn fnrther by the linguist since 
aU agree that the link between a particular significate and a particular 
sign is arbitrary. In other words, it is the anxiliary's remaining 
trace of meaning (to use a non-technical term) which determines its 
position in the system of tongue. This position, in turn, accounts 
for the uses of the auxiliary in disconrse, 

HAVE. 
Let us first consider a couple of examples of have as auxiliary. ln 

.a phrase like « I've got a ncwspaper », the ide a of acquiring a news
paper is not evoked but rather its result, the fact of posscssing a 
newspaper. Similarly, if yon Ure to be introduced to someone yon 
-already know, yon might say « We've already met». Sncb a remark 
does not caU np an image of your first meeting but rather the result 
-of this event and so is the equiva·Ient of «Wc already know one 
another ». Su ch ex amples suggest th at the role of have is to cvoke 
the result phase of an event, a phase which is conceivable only in 
the afterrnath of the event. In other words, to see in thought the 
result of any operation, one must rnentally occupy a position after 
the operation. We are thus led to propose that the impression atta
ched to have as an auxiliary, ifs residual significate, is that of 
<< afterness ». The following diagram illustra tes this relationship : 

B E 

B) beginning of the event. 
E) end of the event. 

event 

(operation) 
have 
(result) 

(N.B. - The solid horizontal Iine- in this diagram, as clsewhere, 
indicates something actualized in' time ; the dotted line indicates 
something which has yet to take ifs _place in time). 

Wc are now in a position to account for the fact that have takes 
its lexical complement, its refill, in the form of a « past participle ». 
The past participle provides a mental pich;tre of an event, seen as a 
whole, but from the standpoint of its end looldng toward its begin
ning - a « backwards » view, if yon like. In a diagram : 

n 1~ 1 E 

In the temporal aftermath of an event the mind necessarily bas this 
retrospective view (somcthing like the view of a ship seen from its 
wake) and so have takes the only vérb form in English capable of 
providing such an image : the past participle. 

B E 
j_ past participle j have 
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It sli.ould, be noted · that the positiOn indicated by have is a mental 
reality which need not correspond to external reality. Thus in «He 
will have read it by then » the speaker attributes to the subject a 
point in the future which, obviously, does not correspond with 
external reality at the moment. Similarly, we shall anticipate a later 
part of our argument by bringing np the so-caUed perfect progressive 
to illustrate the fact that in a discussion of grammatical system, we 
are primarily conccrned with realities of thought. In an example 
like « He has be en painting the ceiling » the re is no indication as to 
whether the operation of painting is over or not. At :first sight, this 
would s·eem to contradict the principle that have indicates « after
ness ». However, on cl oser scrutin y it becomes apparent that has 
governs been, not painting. And been, as we shall see, declares 
merely an existence, or better, a duration which is ·over, finished. 
The subject is thereforc situated after a certain portion of the event 
(painting) has been accomplished and so is subjectcd to an interim 
rcsult. Thns one would tend to use this verb form where the persOn 
in question is seen with paint spattered ovcr his hair and face. If, 
on the other hand, one contemplates a glearning ceiling, one would 
normally say «He has painted the ceiling » since the result of the 
event itself calls for a position in the afterrnath of painting. 

Perhaps one of the clearest examplcs of this cornbination, have + 
past particiP'le, is the expression a « has-been ». A « has-been » is a 
P'erson who, in sorne particular respect, no longer exists. The expres
sion declares the aftermath of, for example, a politician's period of 
success (6). 

Another clear illustration of the role of have is contained in our 
very first example, « I've got a book », which is, to ail intents and 
purposes, the equivalent of « I have a book ». To account for this 
similarity between « l've got " and·" I have » (have auxiliary + got = 
have full verb) one need merely compare the most concrcte meanings 
of to get and to have. The forrner--indicatcs acquiring, coming-into
possession-of ; the latter, possession. And there is a necessarY tem
poral relationship between the two notions : acquiring must precede 
possessing becausc possession is the result of acquiring. This natio
nal chronology (7) ean be illustrated as follows : 

to gel 
= acquiring 
(operation) 

Bef ore 

to have 
= possessing 

(result) 
Aft€r 

If, then, by the grammatical mechanism provided by have + got 
the mind represcnts the aftermath of acquiring, it amounts to decla
ring the state of possessing as exprcssed by the full verb have so that 
have got is the equivalent of have. But it must be remembered that 
this equivalence cxists only on the level of discoursc ; the mechanisrns 
on the lcvel of tangue which givc rise to sncb uses are very different. 

In summary, have, as the expression in discourse of the verb's formai 
categories (mood, tense, etc.) declares the position of the subject with 
respect both to time and to th'e event itself. This mcans that have, 
like the other auxiliarics, indicatcs the temporal link between the
subject and the event, the particularity of have being that it situates 
the subject in the event's aftermath bccause its residual content is 
an impression of « afterness ». 
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BE. 

Once again wc shall begin our discussion by a brief glanee at be 
in discourse befoTe turning our regard toward its position in tangue,. 
In a sentence like « He is gctting the paper » we arc no longer dealing 
with a persan in poss'ession of a paper but with someone in the pro
cess of acquiring it. In « I am reading the book » the speaker decla
res that he is somewhere between the first page and the last. In 
bath examples, the subject is s·een at sorne point between the begin
ning and the end of the action. This is so whenever be is used with 
the present participle (8) : the subject of the progressive is always 
presented as already involved in the actualization of an action which 
is not yet complcted. 

This characteristic of the use of the progressive form in discourse 
suggests the impression associated with the auxiliary in tangue : be 
is associated in thought with the interior, the inside of an event. 
This impression of « withinness », of interiority (to use a more Iear
ned term), can be represented as follows : 

B 

be 

B) the bcginning of the event 
E) the end of the event 

E 

It should be noted that be as auxiliary of the progressive is able 
to indicate any position, carly or late, within the event, providcd 
that the event's actualization is felt to be already under way but not 
yet over. This means that only part of the event is seen as accom
plished ; the rest, yet to be accomplished, is left in abcyance. In 
other words there is, before U1e mind, an image of a divided event, 
only a portion of which has already taken place at the moment indi
cated by be. In a diagram : 

B 

~----=-already 
accomplished 

not yet 
accomplished 

E 

Since this is precisely the image of an event expresscd by the present 
participle, it is not surprising that this form of the verb should be 
called on to provide the lexical filling of the progressive. The former 
diagram can now be made more precise : 

B E 

be 
~---........... . 

reading 
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Once again it must be recalled that the position declared hy be: is 
a mental rcality, a position in conceivability, which ne·ed. not have 
its counterpart in external reality. Thus, one can as casily imagine 
an event in the future with an accomplished portion ( « They will be 
eating dinner when we arrive ») as one can an event in the past with 
a portion left unaccomplished ( « They were eating dinner when we 
arrived » ). ln other words, language deals directly with our mental 
universe and only indirectly with the extra-mental univers,e. Othcr
wise, one could never make a false statement l 
' This principle is clcarly illustrated by sentences Iikc the following : 
« 1 am leaving tomorrow. » At first glanee it would appear that am 
does not situate the subject within the event, but rather before it. 
However, on more careful consideration one notices that this usage 
always shows the subject, in one way or another, already involved 
in the event's actualization. Thus, the above sentence is appropriate 
at the moment one is buying the train tickets, or making any other 
preparations for the trip and, at the limit, may indicate mercly an 
intention to leave (which itself is based on a previous decision of 
some sort). The crucial question here is : when dacs the leaving 
begin ? Can the first moment of the event include the preparations 
that normally precede the change of physical place ? In English wc 
can consider these preparations as the beginning (9) so that in this 
usage there is a very small, but real portion of the event already 
accompHshed. In other words, the auxiliary be dacs put the subject 
inside, though perhaps just barely inside, the event (10). 

Wc have already remarked that in the perfect progressive have 
situates the subject after the space of time marked out by been, 
Within this space of time is situated that portion of the event which 
is already accomplished ; beyond it lies the space for any possible 
further accomplishment. In a figure : 

been 
~ -'----- have 

painting 
~-- -~~~-· .. 

lt is worth remarking the subtlety of nuance arising from the· two 
possibilities : to situate the subject wHhin the event (the perfec-t 
progressive) or to situate it after the event (the perfect), Consider, 
the example « I have been sleeping for hours 1 » where, obviously, 
ilhe subject/speakcr is not sleeping. The suggestion that he might 
have gone on S'leeping is suffieient to evoke a possibility of conti
nuation and so the subject is sihrated just within the event. On the 
other hand, in the same situation insofar as external cireumstances 
are coneerned, one might say: « 1 have slcpt around the clock. » (11). 
Here, the suggestion is no longer one of possible continuation, but 
rather that of having completed a certain stretch (12 hours) of 
sleeping and so the subject 1 speaker sees himself in its aftermath. 

At least one grarnmarian has remarked that sentences Iike « Shc 
has played bridge. She has cried » are impossible. It would be 
more accurate to say that they are uneommon, that the perfect pro
gressive is the usual form hcre because these actions when not 
modified do not normally evoke a result in our minds. VVhen a person 
has finished playing bridge or crying there is no result comparable 
with that of possession (after getting a paper) or Imowing (after 
meeting a person). So the attention is normally drawn to the interior 
of the action and the perfect progressive is used. But if wc imagine 
situations where there is a significant result of playing bridge or 
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crying, then the perfect is quite appropriate. For example, novice 
card players seeking ad vice might remark : << Who shall we ask ? », 
« She has played cards ». This answer would imp1y that, as a result 
she possesses the necessary knowlcdge to offet:· instruction. Again 
it is not impossible to imagine, during fiJ:y-outs for a company of 
actors, someone remarking : « She has cried »_(as a result she is ready 
for the next test), « HaV'e her laugh ». Su ch examples of usage, and 
they are typical of a great many others, will help to show that the 
most delicate and varied nuances of dis-course can be traced hack to 
a rigorous and simple system in tongue. 

It will perhaps be useful at this point to summarize our remarks 
conccrning be and have by combining the figures which show how 
the underlying impressions of « within;.ness » and « afterness » are 
given a place in the system. 

B 

DO. 

be 

~.---worki~·g · · · ·. 

E 

~---··-----

worked have 

The most economlcal approach to do can be made by using mml
mal pairs. In the sentence «Wh y aren't y ou a doctor ? » are refers 
to the moment of speaking. If, however, do is nsed to form the 
interrogative, «Wh y don't y ou be a doctor ? », be is thrown beyond 
the moment of speaking and refers to the future. In other words, 
the state of being a doctor scems, by means of do, to be shifted into 
a period of time beyond that occupied by the subject. Another 
minimal pair can be drawn from British usage : 

Why haven't you a eup of tea ? 
Why don't you have a eup of tea ? 

In the first, a present Jack (of a eup of tea) is under discussion ; the 
second sentence is concerned with a possible acceptance, an accep
tan_ce which is therefore beyond the present,· where the subject is 
situated. The difference between such minimal pairs (12) suggests 
that do evokes what is prior to the event. We are thus led to propose 
th at the impression attached to do in ton gue is one of « beforeness », 
of priority, and that the role of do in the system of the grammatical 
auxiliaries is to attribute to the subject that which is before the event. 
In a figure : 

B E 

do 
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Now if the subject is assigned a position in time preceding that 
occupied by the event, it cannot be seen cngaged in the accomplish
ment of the event. In ether words, the event is represcnted apt to 
be actualized though no portion of it has yet been accomplished. 
This image of the event, requircd by do's position, is precisely the 
one provided by the infinitive. The above figure can then be modi
fied to suggest an event whose accomplishment is seen totally in 
prospect because only that which precedes the event is considered 
to be real : 

B E 

do -+-··········"······· 
(infinitive) 

As in ,the cases of have;ap_d be, do mar}{s a mental position, a 
moment in the system of representation éallcd the grammatical 
auxiliaries. In the two examples above, this mental rcality reflects 
externai reaUty and so providcs a particularly clear illustration of 
the underlying mechanism. Thus, the first, « Why don't yon be a 
doctor ? », evokes the notion of becoming a doctor ; the second, 
« Why don't you have a eup of tea? », calls up, in British usage, the 
idea of accepting or taking a eup of tea. (This semantic shift becomes 
apparent when one translates the two questions into French). The 
relaUonship bctween becoming and being, and that betwcen acccpting 
or taking and having are identical in at least one respect : one must 
become bcfore being ; one must accept, takc or (to use a more general 
tcrm) acquire in sorne way before having. In other words, becoming 
and acqtüring are the conditions of which being and having are the 
consequences. The national chronology inevitably associated with 
the pair condition-consequence obliges the mind to see the condition 
before the consequence (13). Bccause of this inevitable temporal 
ordcr, do, in situating the subject before the event (here seen as the 
consequence), necessarily situates it in the field of the condition. 

ln the following examples we can also sec a parallel bctween the 
position in the mental system and that in extcrnal reality : « I don't 
understand Swedish », «He doesn't drive». The actualization of the 
event (nnderstand, drive), if it is ever to take place, can occur only 
after the position in time assigned to the subject. In other words, 
the snbject, being situated before, is refused (by mcans of the nega
tive) cutry into the event because the very conditions of the event 
are denied. Thus the above sentences are almost equivalent to « I 
can't nnderstand Swedish » and «He can't drive» where can specifies 
one of the conditions : capacity. In this sense it is instructive to 
compare -« He docsn't drive » with « He never drives ». VVhile the 
first suggests non-existence of the conditions neccssary to actualize 
the driving, the second merely says that the event ncver takes its 
place intime (though the subject may very weil be able to drive). 

Whether it has an external correlate or not, the negative formed 
by mcans of do operatcs by denying what necessarily leads np to the 
event : its conditions. The subject is dcdared not to be in a position 
to proceed to rthe actualization o.f the event. On the other band, the 
negative of be (and the present participle) declares that the subject 
is not inva.lved in the actualization of the event. And hane (with a 
past participle), when negative, declares the subject not to be in 
possession of the results of the event. 
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In questions do again indicates a prior menta.l .Po~ition which, Îfl 
~ertain contexts, clearly evokes factors condltwnmg the event s 
'éxistence. Th us questions like.: « Do y ou nnderstand Swedish ? » 
and « Do yon drive ? » are concerned neither wH:h the result, nor 
with the actualization of the event, but with its conditions. Do 
permits the questioning not merely of the event's actual existence, 
but of the possibility of its existence. 

In the affirmative, do has the same rôle to play : it provides the 
subject with a mental position before the event, a position which 
often has no counterpart in external reality. Thus do in « I do 
understand Swedish » and «He does drive» situates the subject prior 
to the event, in the field of the conditions of understanding and 
driving. This time the conditions are neither denied nor questioned 
but affirmed so that the subject is not only provided a J?lace in time, 
but also assigned what is associated with this position : all the 
conditions leading to the actualization of the event. To declare the 
existence of all the conditions affirms, not the existence of the couse~ 
quence, but the nccessity of its existence : it cannet not exist. The 
existence of the event, in the position of a consequence, is felt to be 
in sorne way necessary. From the point of view of the subject, which 
is endowed by do with all the elements required to bring the event 
into being, the event is something that cannot be avoided. The 
subject is committed in advance to undertaking or continuing the 
event. 

When it is a question not of an event that is to begin, but of one 
that is already in existence, as in « He docs work here », it would 
appear at fkst sight that the subject cannot be situated both in the 
present and prior to the event : the subject and the event both exist 
at the moment of speaking. Such is the situation insofar as extra~ 
mental reality is concerncd. But the mind, under the dictates of a 
necessary national chronology (14), can only represent the condition 
(as ernbodied by the subject) before the consequence (the event). In 
other words, the pTiority dedared by do is a purely mental reality 
in sentences like the above, with no external counterpart. The effect 
of this mechanism is to declare not merely the continued existence 
of work in the non~past, but the nccessity of its continuance. It is 
this further duration of the event which is imposed on the subject. 

In the affirmative, then, the doRconstruction provides an image of 
the event, not as something that exists or even that may exist, but as 
something that cannat hclp but exist. Declaring an event in this 
manner to be necessary gives it a certain prominence and this is 
precisely the effect of the construction in discourse : the event is felt 
to be stressed, to be emphasized when presented by do. 

We have now described the system of the grammatical auxiliaries 
do, be, have (15). Do, by situating the subject before the event 
assigns the conditions of the event to the subject and so predestines 
the subjcct to the actualization of the event ; be, by situating the 
subjcct within the event expressed by the present participlc, assigns 
part of the event itself to the subject as accomplished and so evokes 
the possi&ility of further accomplishment which is in sorne way, be 
it only in length, conditioned by what went before ; have, by sitnaR 
ting the subject after the event expressed by the past participle, 
attributes the accomplished event to the subject and so involves it in 
the event's resnlt. These relationshlps can best be representcd by 
means of a figure : 
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-----~-----------------------~-~----
WOI'k 

BE 
1-E-"-----~-----------------

working 

JE----,------------"! HAVE 
worked 

Perhaps the most Strildng characteristic of this system is its- sim
'plicity. It is simple because, Iike ali systems in tangue, it embodies 
Only the most general cases so that all the particnlar possibilities of 
discourse are provided for in advance. Thns, with the premise thüt 
the field of the vcrb involves an opposition, it is difficult to imagine 
one other than : 

il) beforc the event vs. the event ; 
b) first part of the event vs. rest of the event; 
c) the event vs. after the event. 

Any representation involving an intra-verbal dichotomy must fall into 
one of these general cases because so long as one is in time, one must 
be before, during or after any event. This, then, is the rcason for 
the simplicity and elegance of the system : it is fonnded on one of 
the elements of our common experience which is implicit in any 
apprehending of the external world (16). 

This opposition impHes -that in each case the subject is assigncd a 
position ; it is, as it were, caught in one of its püssible attitudes 
toward the -event. Furthermore, in each of these positions the subject 
is confronted with a divided verb, one whose field involves an oppo
sition between a before-portion and an after-portion. For the conve
nience of our discussion, thes~ portions can be represented by x and 
y respectively : 

do work : field of the condition + 
x 

event to be accomplished 
y 

be worldng : portion already accomplished + portion not yet 
accomplished 

x 
have worked : accomplished event + field 

x 

!1 
of the result. 

y 
In each case, the first part (x), represented by a solid line in the 

preceding figure, is assigned to the subject, is saddled on it, by the 
very fact of its position. It is only the second part (y)-, represented 
by a dotted Iine in the figure, which opens to the subject a' space in 
which it can exercise its prerogatives as subject. :ln other words 
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the subject is seen as not having com-plete liberty with regard to the 
W"hole of the verb's field : the former part (x) escapes its control 
b'ecause it is declared to be' already existing at the point in-time 
occupied by the subject.; the· latter ·part (y) remains as the subjec:t's 
field of action, but even here· '(in y) the subject can act only from the 
premises laid dawn in the preceding portion (x). 

Such considerations lead us to the nub of the question and suggest 
that fundmnentally the system invo1vcs a discussion of the possible 
relationships bctween subj ect and verb whcrc the field of the verb 
itsclf involves two parts, one before (x) and one after (y). In each 
case, the prior portion (x) is felt to be a conditioner of. the ·subject 
whilc the latter portion (y) is seen as open to the subject's conditlO'
ning. The result, in discourse, of this discussion is to attribute to 
the subject a oertain degree· of frecdom, but never complete freedom, 
with regard to the event. · 

Such, then, is the system of do, be, have. It involvcs the snbject 
in a discussion of what happens wh en, the field of the verb is repre
scnted as divided, as made np of a bef ore·- and an aftcr- portion, x 
and y. Since the sum of these two makes np the whole space allotted 
to the verb we can, considering the verb's field as 1, express the 
relation in this formula : x+ y = 1. Sincc the before-portion (x), 
whcther it be a purely national priority (do), the first part of the 
event (be), or the event itself (have), is given as a sort of premise, 
as a tel'minus a quo of the snbject's activity, the succeeding portion 
of tihc verb's field (y) can be rc"alized only in accordance with the 
premiscd conditions. In other words, the beforc-portion (x) condi
tions the after-pottion. (y). which ~s. the only spaçe left·to the.·,subject 
t0. exercisc its powers as subject. . . · . ·· 

It may have occurred to the .reader .that this does not f(Xhaust aU 
the possibilities of the subject-verb. relationship,, that divi.dip.g the 
field of the verb is not a necessary condition of this relationsh.ip. 
Indeed, the do_.,..-- be --,-- have system is in reality .just one. particular 
case in a larger system, the case of a divided 'I"Crb field, of x vs.· y: 
There remains the possibility of representing the lield of the verb as 
undivided through the elimination of cither x or. y. If x. is clirpj_, 
nated, if, that is, the verb is seen with no befo,rc-pnrtion,.J the.r.e 
remaius only y : the verb's field will be wholly made np of. an after-. 
element. If, on the othcr hand, y is elirninatcd so that there is nQ 
after-element, only x rcmains . to occupy the verb's field~ which is 
then fclt to be made up of a bcfore-e.Jem~nt only, 

In terms of the above formula, x+ y = 1, whcre the field of the 
verb is considered always to form a whole, there are threc, and ollly 
three, possibilities : 

[1] X=Ü; Y=1. 
[2] x = 1 ; y = o. 
[3] x> 0, < 1 ; y> 0, < 1. 

We have aJr,eady iùentificd the third possibility : whén x and y bath 
~ave positive values, whcn therc are both bef ore - and aftcr - por
tions, the do - be - have system cornes into play. It remains to 
identify possibilitics [1] and [2] in the system of the vcrb. 

Possibility [2], whc_re y = 0, involves the e.Jimination of the aftcr
portion of the verb's field, so that the whole of the event is felt to 
be a « bcfore » with r,egard to the subjcct. In other words there will 
be no field of action open to the subject, this field having already 
been full y exploited in the case we are considering (x = 1). This is 
not qui te the situation with have + · past participle ; though the past 
partidple situates the whole event prior to the snbject, cvokes it in 
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retros'pect, have opens up the. aftermath to the subject (i.e.-, .x < 1, 
.'1 > 0). What is required. is a verb form that: presents the· event in 
retrospect (as does the past particip.Je) yet Jœeps the s~bject from 
going beyond the event into its afterrnath, that keeps the subject 
within the event. Since be as auxiliary bas preciscly this role 
- situating the subject within the event - it is not surprising that 
the cornhination of be and past participle should provide the verh 
form we arc looking for, as in : 

The door was opened by an unseen band. 

When the auxiliary be is combined with the past participle the 
verb's field is no longer seen as divided. The past participle presents 
it as a material whole, in its completed material development : nothing 
more cau be added to the event itsclf (17). The job of the auxiliary, 
as always, is to provide the link betwcen event and subject, to situate 
the one with respect to the other. And since the auxiliary is be, the 
subject cannot be seen outside the event. Only from one point on 
the insidc can the wholc event be viewed in retrospect : from the 
Iast instant before going outside into the aftermath. The following 
diagram portrays this image of the event : 

was ~ 

opened 

The reader will have noticed that the auxiliary here is no longer 
~erely ~ position marker, but carries the mind through the event, 
exhausting aU its possibiUties of development. Be as an auxiliary 
is always associated with an i,mpression of « withinwncss » and so 
evokes the interior of the event whether it is used with a present 
participle (be~) or a past participle (be"). However, while be' cvokes 
the state of an event at sorne point between its beginning and its end, 
be!' summarizes the development of the event, leaving no further 
possibility of change within the event. Because be' is associated 
with the notion of being it can divide the event into x and y ; be" 
being more closely associated with the notion of becoming, does not 
divide the event (18). 

The important point to notice here is that be + past participle 
presents an event with no spacc left for further development. The 
whole event is assigned to the subject but the subjcct is provided no 
opening for any initiative on its own. Indeed, the only way to prow 
vide sorne space for the subject's activity is by sorne grammatical 
means : either by holding up be" before it exhausts ail room for 
developrnent within the event, as in « The door was being opened » ; 
or by getting beyond the event itself and into the aftermath, as in 
«The do or had been opcned. ». In other words, with be + past 
participle, there is no afterwportion, the whole of the verb's space 
being seen as the before-portion : 

x+y=1 
where x= 1 and y = O. 

It remains to discuss the contrary case, where x= 0 and conse~ 
qllently y = 1. This case involves the minimizing of the before~ 
portion so that the field of the verb is again seen to be undivided. 
The very fact of refusing any division in the mental space allotted 
to the ve:rb_means that the event must be seen from within·: the mere 
evoldng.of the o~Ifside of the event·-(as with do and-have) creates a 
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division inside vs. outside. Thus, the subject must be seen within 
the ever:t in this case (where x= 0) as it was in the preceding case 
(where y = 0). There is, however, a vast difference between .the 
case of be + past participle and the present one. Though the subJect 
is seen within the event to avoid division in both cases, when the 
after-portion is minimized (y = 0) the whole of the verb space is secn 
to be affected to the before-portion ; but where, as in the present 
case, the before-portion is minimized (x= 0), the whole of the verb 
space must be affected to the after-portion. In other words, if our 
analysis is correct, this value of the formula requires a verb form in 
English whose subject is ,seen inside the event with, open in front of 
it, the space required to lodge the whole event, but with no before
portion which can condition the subject's power. An example of 
such a verb is the following : 

« He read the book. » 

A carefnl examination of the varied uses of the simple form in 
English reveals that it always presents its event as a whole, as an 
entity to which no further development or change can be added. 
Thus, in examples like the one just given, the subject is seen actua
Hzing the action from beginning to end. There is no division into 
«pre-event» + event (do) or accomplished part + non-accomplished 
part (be') or event + «post-event» (have). Nor is the undivided 
event se en in retrospect as with be". Here, the subject is seen as the 
initiator of the event, inscribing it in the space of time lying open in 
front of it. This i,mage can be represented in a figure as follows : 

/ read 

The significant characteristic of this representation of the verb is, 
let us repeat it, that there is no before-portion : x= O. This means 
that the after .... portion, which occupies the whole of the verb's field 
(y = 1), is felt to be in no way conditioned by anything that came 
before. In other words, the subject is completely free to exercise 
its prerogatives throughout the space allotted to the verb. No res
trictions or limitations are imposed by any preceding element. This 
autonomy of the subject accounts for two interesting facts which 
characterize this verb form. 

The first is the fact that it is a simple form, that it has no auxiliary. 
The role of the auxiliary being to express the position with regard 
to the event assigned to the subject, it would appear that the subject 
of a simple verb is not assigned its position. This does not mean 
that it has no position, no relationship, with regard to the verb : it 
could not be subject in that case. It means rather that it is the verb 
which is assigned its place with regard to the subject ; the subject 
enjoys full autonomy and is therefore in a position to impose its 
conditions on the verb. Thus one of the major dichotomies of the 
English verb, on the level of discourse, would appear to have its roots 
in the manner of determining the event's place : where the subject is 
sccn to be in full control of situating the event, the simple form is 
used ; where the subject is not considered to be wholly f:fec to deter
mine the event's locus, where, in ether words, its own locus is to 
sorne extent determined, then a compound verb is used the use of 
the auxiliary arising from thi,s restriction of the subject'; autonomy. 

The second fact of interest in our discussion is one of usage. The 
simple form of the verb can express two types of event. The first we 
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have already seen : events whose development is spread over a number 
-of instants, whose material content changes from moment to 
moment (19). Such events, called actions, are Hlustrated in our last 
example above, or again in a sentence Iike << He smoked a whole 
packaO'C of cigarettes ». Becausc of the ir « developmental » char ac
ter, a~tions can be seen in their entirety only if the whole of their 
existence in time is represented. In othcr words, actions presented 
by the simple form are scen from their first to thcir last instant : 

B E 

1--~1 
The second type of event is one in which no development is secn 
from one instant to the next, in which the material content is the 
same no matter what moment of the event is cnvisaged. Such an 
event, called a slate, is exempiified in the following sentences : «He 
smokes a pipe », « The Thames flows through London », « He is 
asleep ». Because of their « nonwdevelopmental », static character, 
states can be seen as a material whole at any instant of their existence. 
Each instant of a state is materially equivalent to any othcr of its 
instants so that to have an image of an event as a material whole the 
mind need give itself a representation of only a part of the evcnt's 
duration in timc. In the above examples, we sec the existence of the 
events only at the moment of speaking. The preceding existence of 
the _state (if any) and its succeeding existence (if any) arc simj)ly not 
represented. The following diagram represents such events : 

·········· ~ ·········· 
The reason for this rather lengthy digression: on the second use of 

the simple form is the following. The fact that a state with a certain 
prcvious existence may be expressed by the simple form would scem 
to contradict our analysis of this form since it would appear that 
therc is both a before - and an aftcrwportion. Such an observation, 
however, is concerned with cxternal rcality and not with what 
language forms are called upon to express : mental reality. The 
m~ntal reality behind this use of the simple form appears to be the 
image of an event which, no matter how brief a stretch of its existence 
is represented, always is materially complete ; an event, in other 
words, which does not depend on any preccding portion for a part 
of its existence. It is almost as if any section, and at the limit, any 
instant of a state were sclfwsufficient, its existence not being condi
tioned by anything that has gone before. Thus, whether or not the 
statc already existed in external :r:eality is of no importance since the 
portion of existence represented by the verb is felt to be totally 
independcnt, as if forming a wholc event in itself. 

This mann cr of envisioning the simple form and its use in discoursc 
to express complete actions and states leads us to the crnx of the 
vexed problem concerning the difference between the simple and the 
progressive forms (20). The progressive, as wc have seen, indicates 
a divided, a partly actualized, an incomplete event. It cannot, there
fore, express either a complete action or a state, the latter being, by 
definition, neccssarily complete (one cannot imagine an incomplete 
state). What then is the criterion before the mind which determines 
whether the progressive or the simple form will be used with regard 
to any external situation ? For example : 

I am Uking it here. 
I like it here, 
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The mental criterion is whether or not there is an impression of 
possible further development within the event. If there is, then tlie 
portion of the event (here an action) that has preceded becomes 
significant (x > 0) since it can condition the coming portion : the 
progressive form will he used. If the event's development is seen as 
complete, as perfect, to the exclusion of any possibility of further 
development, the simple form is used. Actions so expressed are seen 
from beginning to end ; only .a portion of a state may be represented 
since, no development being possible, any previous ·existence can be 
disregarded (x= 0) as having no influence on the succeeding portion 
(y= 1). 

This discussion of the possibilities implied in the formula x + y = 1 
can best summarized by mcans of a diagram in which ali possible 
values of x and y are provided for. It should be recalled that the 
do - be - have system is treated as a particular case here, both x 
and y having positive values, as opposcd to the simple form (where 
x= 0) and to be + pas! participle (y = 0). 

Field of y 
= arter~portion 
of the Vl'rh's field. 

1-E------~----------------
Fit· id of :::r 
= bC"fon•-por!ion 
of the verb's lïl:'ld. 

( 1) x = 0, !/ = 1 

121 x>O, y>l} 

r:ll x= 1, y= 0 

on the vertical axis this diagram represents an operation of the 
mind and on the horizontal axis, the three significant results of this 
operation which depend on how carly or late the operation is held 
up. The longer the operation is permitted to continue, the further 
the mind pc-netratcs into the field of the verb. Thus, if the operation 
is stopped the moment it begins (interception [1]) the mind has not 
yet penetrated into the field of the verb so that the whole event lies 
in front of it : x= 0, y = 1 .. Tl~is imag~ is expresse~ by the simple 
form. If the mental operatiOn 1s permitted to conhnue beyond its 
starting point but is suspended before its last instant (interception [2]) 
the mind has time tu get only part way through the verb's field so 
that part of the field is felt to lie behind, part in front : x> 0, 1J > O. 
This image of a divided field is expressed by do + infinitive 'be + 
present participle, halJe + past participle. If, finally, the 'mental 
operation is stopped only at its last instant, the mind has time to 
get through the whole field of the verb whièh thèn appears to be 
entirely behind : x= 1, y = O. This image of an undivided field is 
expressed by be + past participle. 
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The subject-verb rela~ionship varies according to the particular 
image exp.ressed .. Thus interception [3] lcaves th~ subject with· no 
roum before it for any action since the whole field is seen to exist 
already. One has the impresSion thal the event is imposed on the 
subject arid so this form of the verb is callcd the passive. On the 
other band, interception [1] gives quite an opposite situation: with 
nothing behind it, the subject has the whole field of the vcrb in front 
of it in which to inscribe the event. The subject secms to be the 
initiator, in control of the realization of the event. The simple form 
can therefore be considered the expression of the active voice. Inter
ception [2], arising at sorne point between interceptions [1] and [3], 
does not provide such dear-cut distinctions. Here, part of the field 
is imposed on the subject and yet the subjcct has a certain space 
remaining in which to exercisc its prerogatives. Conditioncd by the 
verb to sorne cxtent yet conditioning the vcrb to sorne extent, the 
subject appears to be related to the verb in a fashion which differs 
from the relationships between either a passive or an active verb and 
the subject. Indeed the subject-verb relationship in interception [2] 
seems to partake of both the active and the passive relationships. We 
are led to propose the existence of a middle voicc in English expres
sed by means of the compounds do + infinitive, be + present parti
ciple and have + past participle. 

The fact that the middle voice in English has hitherto not been 
recognized as such arises from the failure to consider tongue for what 
it is : a system of mental relationships which, when discussed by the 
mind, involve a going and coming, a movcment, an operation of 
thought from one term of the reiationship to the other. If language 
is somcthing cxisting in timc, then any language activity, such as the 
bringing into relationship of active and passive, will require time 
because it involvcs a movement from the one to the other. Granted 
the esscntially operational nature of language, we can see that in order 
to get from active to passive positions the mind must pass through 
aU the intermediate positions which correspond to a representation 
which is neither whully active nor wholly passive. In a language 
likc English then where, as most grammarians would agree (21), there 
is both an active and a passive voice, the problem is not to determine 
whether this mental operation through intermediate points exists, but 
how the intermediate interceptions are expressed. In English, the 
middle voice is highly developed and occupies a very important place 
in the system of the verb. In French, the middle is Jess highly 
developed though certainly not wanting in delicacy of nuance (22). 

Our discussion of grammatical auxiliaries has led to an analysis of 
the whole system of voice, a system which we have dcscribed in terms 
of position, of before and after; x and y. It remains to account for 
the fad that when the verb is seen to arise wholly in y, the after
position, the snbject is felt to have maximum liberty vis-à-vis the 
event ; and when the verb arises wholly in x, the before-position, the 
subject is felt to have minimum liberty with regard to the event. 
This association of a before-position of the subject with an impression 
of dominance and an after-position with one of subservience is by no 
means arbitrary. It resides ultirnately on a very simple relationship 
in notional chronology : that bctween the conditioner and the condi
tionec (23). The conditioner, be it a cause, an operation or a condi
tion must be attributed some sort of temporal precedence with regard 
to the effect, the result or the consequence. From this notional 
chronology, arises the impressions of something before as the condi-
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tioner (and therefore dominating) and 
conditionee (and therefore subservient). 

[1] Active Voice 
[2] Middle Voice 
[3] Passive Voice 

Conditioner 
Bef ore 

Subject 
Verb 
Verb 

of something after as tl;le 
In a diagram : 

1 

Conditionee 
After 

Subject 

1 

Verb 
Verb 
Subject 

We started out by exploring the system of the middle voice in 
English and this led us to the more general system of voice in which 
the middle voice formed only one particnlar case. Where does the 
system of voice itself fit ? As a discussion of the possible relationships 
between subjcct and verb, it would appear to be one of the particular 
cases of the system of external incidence (24) : that case where an 
clement involving a representation of time (the verb) is incident to 
an element involving a representation of space (the noun) (25). The 
fact that cvery verb, as verb, is subjected to the regime of external 
incidence means that voice, which is nothing more than a represen
tation of different ways in which a verb can be incident to a noun 
will be found thronghout the system of the verb : in e:Very mood, 
person and tense. This is why. voice, like aspect, is not the conju
gation but what is conjugated (26). 

Walter Hirtle, 
Université Laval, Québec. 

(1) For a full discussion of the matter sec R. Valin, La méthode compa
rative en linfl.uistique historique et en psychomécanique du langage, Presses 
de l'Université Laval, 1964. 

(2) For exarnple, Langage et Science du Langage, Nizet and Presses de 
l'Université Laval, 1964. 

(3) For Gustave Guillaume's distinction, langue-discours, wc employ 
tongue-discourse. The latter term caUs for no comment. The former can 
be justified on three counts : (1) the term langue· has taken on a bewildering 
varicty of mcanings in English and so may lead t-o confusion ; (2) the 
English wor.d is ready to accept the new meaning (as was the French word 
bcfore Saussure) ; (.!l) Frenglish has not been in style for sorne centuries. 

(4) Op. cit .• pp. 73 If. 
(5) Any further dematerialization would destroy these auxiliaries as: 

words. For the result of this transcendent dematerialization, see Guillaume,. 
op. cit., pp. 80 f. 

(6) It is not with(mt significanC"e that a « bcing » is someone (or. some
thing) whose existence is seen as continuing. As wc shall see, this -is 
precisely the function of the -ing form. 

(7) The term is Guilhlume's and is used to express a fixed temporal 
sequence which inevitably accompanies notions lilœ cause and effect, cond~.., 
tion and consequence, virtual and actual, operation and result. ' 

(8) We shall consider the case of be wilh the past participle later, 
(9) Consider the situation of someonc flinging artiC'les of clothing into 

a suitcase. One would as]{ : << What are you doing ? » The answer might 
well be: « l'rn leaving! >> The impression is tbat·pHcking here makes up 
a very real part of leaving for the spcf'lœr. -

(10) It is worth nothing that this usage (with reference to the future) is 
must common with vet·hs indicating events which normally have a perioci 
of preparation. 

(11) The perfcct progressive in this sentence would give a rather ludicrous 
suggestion. 
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, {12). Such differences would see!ll to invalidate the opinion that do auxi
hary lS used merely to conform Wüh the general pattern of English sentenceS 
and in itself adds nothing to the sentence. 

(13) See ahove, p. 8, n, 2. 
(14) See above, p. 8, n. 2. 
(15) In the historical perspective, it is not difficult to imagine that Izave, 

as the verb of possession (the result of acquiring), underwent a process of 
dematerializalion whic'h left merely the impression of « afterness ». Simi
lary, be, as the verb of existence, already implied « between-the-bcginning
and-thc-end » so thal through dematerialization ail notions but that of 
« position within » were lost. Tlle origin of do auxiliary has caused consi
derable argument, the most widely accepted origin being a causative use 
of do in Late Old English. The main objection to the causative as origin 
- ·that the semantic change from causative to auxiliary cannat be 
explained - would appcar to be answered hy the the01'Y here. proposed : 
sincc the very notion of cause implies a prim· position, the loss of all 
particular ideas of cause through dematerialization would leave do as an 
indicator of « beforeness ». This thcm·y would also aceount for the other
wise curions rivalry in Middle English between did and gan in periphrastic 
constructions. 

(16) TJ;w · Welsh scholar, Robert Jones, bas pointed out sorne interesting 
parallels in 'Velsh. To express the equivalent of « he has run », the 
preposition wedi, meaning « after », is used with the infinitive rhedeg : 
Y mae ef wedi rhedeg. Liter ally : he is after run (ning), To express the 
equivalent of « he is running >>, the preposition yn, meaning « in » is used 
with the infinitive: Y mae ef yn I'hedeg, Literally : he is in run (ning). 
Finally, Wclsh uses the vcrh « to do », gwnewch., as an auxiliary verb to 
express the future : A wnewch chwi redeg? (literally, « Do you run ? ») 
is rendered in English « Will you run ? » 

(17) Note that in examples like « It is opened every day at 9 » the 
development of the action is seen as complete. It is this matcrial whole 
which is repeated but no matter how often it may be multiplied, no matter 
how long it lasts in time as a recurrent event, no change or futher deve
lopment can be added. Any such C'hange would, hy definition, destroy the 
image of a repeated event and substitute that of a new one. 

(18) 1t is for this reason thal be" alone of ali the auxiliaries, can take 
the progressive form, a form which catches a hecoming in full-:f:light : « It 
was being open cd » (was = be' ; being = be"), One is reminded of German 
:wherc the auxiliary coresponding to be" is werden, not sein. 

(19) It is only such events that can he expresscd by the progressive form. 
See below, p. 29. 

(20) For a more detailed discussion of the problem sec the article by 
A. Joly, « Esquisse d'une théorie de la forme progressive », in Les Langues 
Modernes, mai-juin 1964. 

(21) Sorne grammarians maintain that English has a passive voice but 
no active, presumably on the grounds that one can say « The door was 
opened slowly. » and «The door opcned slowly. » The latter sentence may, 
()f course, refer to a situation in external reality in which the door is the 
patient, but this is no safe guide to the mental reality whiC1h is the content 
of the form. Herc, as always with the subject of a simple verb, the subject 
is seen as the actualizer of the event. Such confusion of two orders of 
reality is exemplified hy the confusion of sex and grammatical gender. 

(22) See Guillaume, op. cit., pp. 126-142. 
(23) These terms are used as the most general characterization of such 

pairs as condition-conseque~cc, cause-cffect, etc. , , . 
(24) Sec Guillaume, op. czt., pp. 250 .f,, for a d1scuss10n of the reg1mes 

of incidence. 
(25) The other case of incidence to a noun is that of the adjective which 

does not involve a representation of time. One wonders if the opposition 
between epithet and attr!hute, lik~ that between active, ~idd~e and passive, 
might not be a discusswn of th1s same general relatwnshtp of external 
incidence. 

(26) Ibid., p. 252. 
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